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Elementary Quiz Bowl

Round Number _i
BONUS

1  Marine Mammals

What animal that may weigh more than 4000
pounds and lives in the Arctic resembles a seal
with two long, downward-pointing tusks?

1  Marsupials in Literature
In the Winnie-the-Pooh stories, who is Roos'
mother?

walrus

2  Accents

On what syllable is the last trisyllabic word in the
Pledge of Allegiance accented?

Kanga

2  Electricity

Name the two fundamental kinds of electrical

charges.

firat (llbarty)

3  Plants

Name the heavy-leafed perennial garden vegetable
grown for Its thick, juicy leafstalks which are
stewed and made into pie-fiiling.

positive, negative

3  Restorations

After being burned by the British, the Executive
Mansion in Washington, D.C. was restored in 1818
and given a new coat of paint. Because of its new
look, it has been known by what name ever since?

rhubarb

4  Injuries

What is the term for a darkened area on the skin

caused by a severe blow?

White House

4  Tornadoes

Although the region called Tornado Alley is not
exactly defined, it is definitely between what two
mountain ranges?

bruise

5  Stairways

In the U.S. Capltoi, a stairway running from its
basement to an outdoor walkway on top of Its dome
has one step for each day of the year, or a total of
how many steps?

Rockies. Appalachians

5  Sentence Analysis

What is the indirect object in this sentence?
She gave us free tickets to the game.

365 US
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6  War

World War I ended when what nation surrendered?

6  The Universe

Millions of stars attract each other to form what
spiral shaped aggregates in space?

Germanv

7  Prepositions

What preposition is missing in these examples?
She held her breath — five minutes,

i have lived under the bridge — three months.
The continent has been forming — centuries.

galaxies

7  Money Problems

You bill for a meal was $12 plus a 10% tip. How
much change should you receive after paying with
a $20 bill?

8  Rounding

Round the number 89.339173 to the nearest

hundredth.

Uil $6.80

8  Number Palindromes

Start with 68 and add its reverse to it. Take the

sum and add its reverse to it Keep doing this until
you arrive at a number palindrome. What number
is it?

89.34

9  Seasons

in the Southem Hemisphere, autumn occurs
during what complete two months?

1111

9  Driving North

if you drive from South America to Mexico, you
would have to leave South America through what
country?

April. May

1 0 Bygone Titles

"Czar" was no longer the title of what country's
leader after a revolution in 1917?

Colombia

1 0 Money Problems

Compost was selling at $1.79 per pound. Max was
charged $1.08 for the compost he bought To the
nearest hundredth, how much did his compost
weigh?

Russia .59 pound
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1 1 Great Lakes

The Great Lakes are drained by what river?
1 1 Weapons

Resembling a hatchet, name the light ax used by
North American Indians as a weapon and tool.

St. Lawrence

1 2 Wars

During what century did the American Civil War
occur?

tomahawk

1 2 Decimal Conversion

Express 2.5 as a percentage.

19th century 250%
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1  Expressions

What are you supposed to do if you cant beat
them?

1  Great Plains Construction

Because they could slice it easily Into bricks for
the walls of a house, what building material was
known to pioneers as Nebraska marble?

Join them.

2  integer Syiiabication

What is the product of the smallest Integer with
two syllables and the largest integer with one
syllable?

SBA

2  Riant Problems

What is the name for a plant's loss of shape caused
by a water shortage?

M (7 X 12^

3  Lines

What is formed when two straight lines meet?

wilting

3  Bug Poems

These lines indicate what insects?

Little lamps of the dusk,
You fly low and gold
When the summer evening
Starts to unfold.

an angle fintersection^

4  Explorers

What was the nationality of the first explorer to
meet Philippine natives?

fireflies rilghtnina buas^

4  Marine Life

identify this sea creature.
It lives deep in the sea by day but rises to feed
at night. It uses Its ten tentacles to catch
fish and feed them into its beaklike mouth.

Some are no bigger than your thumb, but one
variety can grow 40 feet long.

PQHugMsga

5  Snow

What Is the term for a layer of snow on the surface
of a snowpack that is firmer than the snow beneath
it?

squid

What pronoun is used in the possessive case in this
example?
We both ended up with terrible concussions
when we decided to put our heads together.

crust our
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6  Disorders

Name the condition in which your body does not
have sufficient water to function properly.

6  Consonants

What Is the consonant cluster in the word

"overspread"?

dehvdration

7  Numbers

Any natural number that does not have 2 as a
factor or cannot be divided by 2 with zero
remainder is what kind of number?

spr

7  Time Measures

7200 seconds equals how many hours?

odd number

8  Literary Forms

What category of literature includes works
published weekly, monthly, or quarterly?

8  Peter Pan

Name the three children Peter Pan took to

Neverland.

periodical

9  Factoring

What is the prime factorization of 150?

Wendy. John. Michael

9  Stories

What story by George Selden begins with this?
A mouse was looking at Mario. The mouse's
name was Tucker, and he was sitting in the
opening of an abandoned drain pipe in the
subway station at Times Square.

2x3x5x5

1 0 Porcupines

Name the sharp and stiff hairs that cover the backs
of porcupines.

The Cricket in Times Square

1 0 Punishments

What form of capital punishment involving a long,
thick piece of lumber is associated with pirates?

quills walking the nlank
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1 1 Lightning

What do you practically always see lightning
before you hear thunder?

1 1 Orchestras

Cellos, double basses, violas, and violins are In
which section of an orchestra?

LlQht travels faster than sound.

1 2 Burdens

Although a California surfer does not notice It, It Is
constantly pressing down upon her with a weight
equal to a layer of water about 34 feet deep. What
Is It?

string section

1 2 Names

These are what kind of names?

Cock-eyed Swanson
Klondike Pete

Nasty McNab
Loose-line McGulnnIs

Dynamite Johnson
Three Day Kelly

the atmosphere fatmosoheric pressure) nicknames
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1  Superstitions

Supposedly you can catch a bird if you sprinkle
what substance on Its tall?

1  Western Song Lyrics

According to the lyrics of the song, "Home on the
Range," what two kinds of animals play in the same
region where the buffalo roam?

2  Homespun Meteorology

What term for a drenching completes this line
about trees leafing In the spring?

If the oak Is before the ash

Then you'll only get a splash.
If the ash precedes the oak,
Then you may expect a...

sail deer, antelope

2  Dally Cycles

Between sunset and dusk is what period?

3  Asian Advertisements

What word was intended on this sign from a Hong
Kong dentist's office?
Teeth pulled by the latest Methodists.

twilight

3  Snakes

The two largest groups of snakes are constrictors.
Name either group.

methods

4  Consecutive Integers

The sum of what four consecutive integers is -30?

python, boa

4  Distance

How far does a vehicle go if it travels at 68 miles
per hour for .5 hour?

\
-6. -7. -8. -9

5  Word Choice

What should the last word In this line be?

How would you like to write my autobiography?

34 miles

5  Cool Birds

The female lays Its egg in May and immediately
heads off to sea. She leaves the mate to stand

continuously without eating for two months In
perpetual winter darkness Incubating the egg on
his feet beneath of flap of abdominal skin. Name
this penguin.

biography empsror penguin
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6  Sentences

Restate this sentence using a piurai subject.
She is an Olympic skater.

Thev are Qlvmnic skaters.

7  High Fliers

What is this ail about?

My name is Old Glory,
i fly atop the world's tallest buildings,
i stand watch In America's hails of justice,
i fly majestically over Institutions of learning,
i stand guard with power in the world.
Look up... and see me.

American Fiao

8  Daylight

How many hours of daylight are experienced
during a week at the North Pole in June?

6  Allusions

The "Palm Beach Post" alluded to what movie when

it printed this line about an Eastern Airlines
strike?

Mr. Lorenzo, who In some circles is viewed as
the Darth Vader of the industry, has nothing
but contempt for Eastern employees, both
union and non-contract.

Star Wars

7  Bad Habits

This verse Is from a poem about what dangerous
habit?

it's a year now, since that last drag
since his mouth pulled on a lethal fag.
What changed his mind? What was the force?
Why, death... of course!

smoking

8  Longitude

Where could you walk around all 360 degrees of
longitude In just a few moments?

Ig8

9  Area

How many 1 cm by 1 cm squares will fit on a 5 cm
by 3 cm surface?

North fSouth^ Pole

9  Continent Comparisons

How many times larger is Asia than Europe if
Europe includes 10 million square miles and Asia
Includes 44 million square miles?

\
15

1 0 Hemispheres

The U.S. is In which hemisphere?

1 0 Saving Private Porker

To save her porcine friend Wilbur from the
slaughterhouse, Chariotte the spider wove what
adjective into a web above him?

Western fNorthernI terrific
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1 1 Marionette Tales

In the story of PInocchio, what Is represented by
Jimmlny Cricket?

1 1 Piano Music

This song played with two fingers In 3/4 time
begins with 6 chords composed of fs and g's
followed by 6 chords composed of e's and g's. What
Is this tune?

his conscience

1 2 Short Stories

What short story set in India ends with this?
But he did not grow too proud, and he kept that
garden as a mongoose should keep It, with
tooth and jump and spring and bite, till never a
cobra dared show Its head inside the walls.

Chopsticks

1 2 Machines

A crowbar Is an example of what type of simple
machine?

Rikki-Tlkkl-Tavi lever
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1  Meteoroids

The remains of meteoroids found on Earth are
called what?

1  Sentence Types
What mood Is illustrated by these sentences?
Get out and stay outl
Please doni do that anymore.
Be back by noon.

2  Whales

Name the visible exhalation of a whale.

meteorites imperative

2  Technology History

In 1926, it flew for just 2.5 seconds, went 184
feet, achieved a maximum speed of 60 miles per
hour, and attained a maximum height of 41 feet.
Robert Goddard described it as "almost magical as
it rose." What kind of device was it?

3  Meteorology

What occurs when water droplets in clouds
coalesce and become heavy enough to fall?

spout rocket niauid-fuel rocketl

3  Towns

Its original name was San Augustin. The site for
this oldest town in the U.S. is in what state?

precipitation fraln.

4  Distance Problems

Along a straight road from Mooselvania to
Boristown you drive through Natashavllle and
Peabody. The distance from Mooselvania to
Boristown is 85 miles. From Mooselvania to

Peabody is 20 miles, and from Mooselvania to
Natashaville Is 48 miles. How far is it from

Natashaville to Boristown?

snow) Florida

4  Reciprocals

Add the reciprocal of 1/125 to the reciprocal of 4.

37 miles

5  Settings

What country Is the setting for Lucy Boston's
"Green Knowe" stories?

\
lies ^ 125,25

5  Rain

What is the meteorological term for frozen
raindrops?

England (Great Britain) sleet
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6  Song Lyrics

What did Yankee Doodle stick into his hat according
to the song lyrics?

6  Nations

This is about what nation?

it is our great Alma Mater, where individuals of
all nations are melted into a new one.

a feather

7  Eclipses

A lunar edipse occurs when the shadow of the
Earth falls on the Moon. A sdar eclipse occurs
when the shadow of what body fails on what body?

USA

7  Little Stingers

The three main bee castes include the queen, the
drones, and what other?

Moon. Earth

8  First Aid

if someone says that he feels feverish,
light-headed, nauseated, and short of breath, he is
giving you a list of what?

workere

8  Mathematical Notation

What is the meaning of "2.714e4"?

svmptoms

9  Explorer Exhilaration

To what body of water was William Clark
referring when he wrote this in his journal In
1805?

Ocean in view. Othejoyi

Pacific Ocean

1 0 Songs

How was the dog's tail cut in the song which
includes these lyrics?
Oh where, oh where has my little dog gone?

2.714 X 10 to the 4th cower 127.1401

9  Doggerel

What do the words "ruddig doud" mean in this bit of
seasonal poetry?
Sprig is just aroud de corder-
Which rebides be I bust order

Xdra kleedex, cough drops, ad a big jar of vix.
Cause whed I walk id de doud toud

By dose will cub a ruddig doud.

running down

1 0 Bloopers

What word should have been used in this blooper
from a paper on British monarchs?
Queen Victoria sat on a thorn for 63 years.

long throne
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1 1 Malapropiems

What word should have been used in this line?

Flying saucers are just an optical conclusion.

1 1 Factoring
What are the prime factors of 48?

illusion

1 2 State Names

What is the only letter in the alphabet that does not
appear in the name of any U.S. state?

2 2 2 2 3

1 2 Significant Quotes

This was said in reference to what document?

We must indeed ali hang together, or assurediy
we shali all hang separately.

Q Declaration of independence
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1  Change

Many politicians and economists want to control
federal spending by changing the Constitution to
forbid expenditures in excess of revenues. What is
the name for any such a constitutional
modification?

amendment

2  The Compass

Name the cardinal points of a compass.

1  Missives

These illustrate what part of a letter?
-Your Holiness:

-Your Eminence:

-My dear Dr. Frankenstein:
-Your Excellency:
-Dear Madam:

-Mr. President:

salutation

2  Topography

What mainly shaped the topography of the Alps,
Cape Cod, Yosemite Valley, and Long island?

north, south, east, west

3  Physlologicai Conditions

Name the condition in which the body suffers from
lack of water.

glafflere

3  Sound

The frequency of a train whistle seems to do what
if the train is traveling away from a listener?

dehvdration (thirsts

4  Light

Name the phenomenon of light bouncing off a
surface.

decrease

4  Metric Measures

To convert centimeters to inches, you multiply by
.3937. To convert millimeters to inches, you
multiply by what decimal number?

reflection

5  Siio Math

if three silos can be filled with grain in 9 hours,
what part of a silo Is filled in 60 minutes?

,09937

5  Atmospheric Moisture

Instead of dew, what forms If the air temperature
is below freezing?

1Z3 frost
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6  Stalactites

Stalactites are prominent features of what nationai
park of the Southwest?

6  Roald Dahl

Roald Dahl's popular children's work, "Charlie and
the Chocoiate Factory" was made into a film. Name
the central character of that film.

Carlsbad Caverns

7  Fictional Teachers

Identify the teacher who takes her students on
exciting trips in the series, "The Magic School
Bus."

Willy Wonka

7  Astronomical Distances

Because the distances to all objects outside our
solar system are so vast, and because no smaller
unit will do, astronomers use what convenient
measurement unit?

Ms. Frizzle

8  Physiology

What organ that is just three percent of your body
mass consumes more than twenty percent of the
oxygen your body uses?

light yoar

8  Logging Math

A log Is 10 feet 5 inches long. A logger needed a
piece 5 feet 7 inches long. How many feet and
Inches must be cut off the long piece to have the
amount needed by the logger?

brain

9  Rock

What category of rock was formed from
compressed or cemented particles of sand, silt,
mud, pebbles, and the remains of shellfish, corals,
and plants?

4 feet 10 inches

9  Songs

What is the term for the principal patriotic song
of a nation?

sedimentary

1 0 Borders

Which two U.S. states border no other states?

anthem National anthemi

1 0 Light Medicine

What kind of light is routinely used to kill skin
cancer cells, fuse sections of the retina, correct
nearsightedness, and remove birthmarks and
moles?

Alaska. Hawaii laser
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1 1 Liberties

Individual liberties, in a constitutional sense, are
known as what?

1 1 Lifestyles
What happens, according to the saying, to one who
lives by the sword?

rights

1 2 National Parks

Name the national park in Southwest Colorado that
highlights early cliff dwellers.

He dies bv the sword.

1 2 Book Chapters

These are chapter headings in what book?
Toomai of the Elephants
Hunting Song of the Seeonee Pack
Kaa's Hunting
The White Seal

Mowgli's Brothers

Mesa Verde The Jungle Book
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1  Consecutive Numbers

What are the two consecutive numbers If their

sum Is 75?

1  Economic Rhymes

What word completes this rhyme about finance?
Penny and penny
Laid up will be many.
Who will not save a penny
Shall never have...

37. 38

2  Word Problems

The number of people in an auditorium doubled
every five minutes. At eight o'clock, the
auditorium was full. At what time was the theater

half-full?

any

2  Speed

What unit used at sea is based on an old method of

measuring speed by which sailors counted the
number of knots in a rope played out over the
stem in a given time?

ZiSS

3  Ratios

Convert this ratio to its simplest form.
60 to 150

knot

3  Fish

These are varieties of what kind of fish?

Dolly Varden, speckled, cutthroat, golden,
brown, lake

4  Resources

The aluminum in cans, the lead in batteries, the
plastic in milk jugs, the paper in newspapers, and
the glass in bottles can be processed and reused
through what process?

recycling

5  Seasonal Tunes

The lyrics of what seasonal song include the
following?
a new bird

Parson Brown

conspiring by a fire

trout

4  Ogden Nash Biology

What word Is missing twice in this ditty?
A mighty creature is the —,
Though smaller than the pachyderm.
His customary dwelling place
Is deep within the human race.
His childish pride he often pleases
By giving people strange diseases.
Do you, my poppet, feel infirm?
You probably contain a —. germ

5  Harry Potter

What creatures in the Harry Potter books who
guard the wizard prison. Azkaban, have no eyes, a
large hole where the mouth should be. and grow
like fungi in the darkest, dankest places, creating a
dense and chilly fog?

Winter Wonderland dementors
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6  Antiseptics

What common household antiseptic foams when you
put it on a cut?

6  Measurements

How many inches are in 3.5 feet?

hydrogen peroxide

7  Devices

These are types of what simple device?
biconvex, plano-convex,
plano-concave, biconcave

42 inches

7  Agricuiture

What Is the collective name for any substance such
as compost, manure, or chemical compounds that
are added to the soil to provide plant nutrients?

lens

8  Literary Characters

What character created by Joel Chandler Harris
was "bom and bred In the briar patch"?

fertilizer fsoil amendments

8  Pestilence

The Black Death killed between one quarter and
half of the people in the western part of what
continent in the fourteenth century?

Br'er Rabbit

9  Snakebite

The venom from some snakes is an anticoagulant
that prevents blood from doing what?

Europe

9  Gates

What bay does the Golden Gate connect to the
Pacific Ocean?

1 0 Antonyms

What Is the opposite of affirmative?

clotting San Francisco Bav

1 0 Supercentenarians

About a month prior to his death in July of 2009,
Guineas World Records had confirmed that Henry
Alllngham, a British World War I veteran, was the
world's oldest living man. Since he had just
celebrated his 113th birthday that June, in what
year was he born?

negative 1896
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1 1 Evenings

Name the period of waning twilight from the time
of sunset to dark.

1 1 Mercury
Mercury's landscape is baked to 370 degrees F by
day and frozen to -290 degrees F by night, giving
it a temperature range of how many degrees?

dusk fQloaminQ. eventide^

1 2 Foot Vocabulary

The hallux is the innermost of the five digits
composing the hind foot of a vertebrate. In
humans, what is the common name for this body
part?

660 degrees

1 2 Energy Resources
Originally used to grind grain or pump water and
more recently for the generation of electricity,
what device uses rotating blades or sails to convert
the energy from moving air to mechanical work?

big toe windmill
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1  U.S. Geography

What state's name begins with "D"?
1  Sea Namesakes

What sea adjacent to Mexico was named for a
conquistador?

2  Proverbs

How is this proverb normaiiy stated?
He who iaughs iast, thinks slowest.

Delaware Sea of Cortes

2  Bears

There are no bears living on what two continents?

He who laughs last iauahs best.

3  Treason

What Is the term for a person who commits
treason?

Australia. Antarctica

3  Train Problems

A train bound for Boston leaves Atlanta one hour

before a train bound for Atlanta leaves Boston.

Which train will be closer to Atlanta when the two

trains pass each other?

4  Proverbs

What is said to grow from little acorns?

traitor neither fboth at the same pointi

4  Ad Allusions

This ad by Mobil Oil was an allusion to what
literary work?
Follow Your Own Yellow Brick Road.

mfqhtv oaks

5  U.S. Abbreviations

Washington, D.C. is the nation's capital. For what
does D.C. stand?

The fWonderful^ Wizard of Oz

5  Singing

Name the form of singing developed in the Swiss
Alps that involves rapidly switching from chest
voice to falsetto, making iow-hlgh sounds.

District of Columbia vodelina
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6  Writing

Nearly every good paragraph states its main idea
in a single sentence. Name it.

6  Deer

What structures on male members of the deer

family are made of bone and are shed each year?

topic sentence

7  Fables

In an Aesop fable, what kind of creature found that
he could easily stalk sheep by covering his own
pelt with that of his prey?

antlers

7  Documents

What document begins as follows?
We the people of the United States, in order to
form a more perfect union ...

8  Currencies

The yen is the currency of what country?

(Preamble to^ U.S. Constitution

8  Getting Up

What is the name for a pair of poles, each with a
raised footrest to allow the user to walk above

ground level?

9  Physical Science

These are all forms of what?

mechanical, chemical, electrical,
magnetic, nuclear, heat

sJapaa gtllts
9  Fruit Anagrams

What fruit from a vine is an anagram for "lemon"?

energy

1 0 Songs

How are these songs collectively described?
I've Been Working on the Railroad
Erie Canal

This Land is Your Land

melon

1 0 Familiar Tunes

The melody for the alphabet song is the same as
that for what other children's song about a
self-luminous celestial body?

folk songs Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
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1 1 Forests

While a square kilometer of temperate deciduous
forest in eastern North America might have
twenty-five or fewer tree species, an area the
same size In what kind of forest might have as
many as a thousand tree spedes?

1 1 Fantasy Dances
Name the dance In "Alice In Wonderland" In which
each dancer, with a lobster for a partner, goes
through some steps and then heaves the lobsters
far out to sea, swims after them, and retums to
land with a new lobster.

tropical rain forest

1 2 insurance

The Hanson's home is in Ashport, Tennessee, a
little town adjacent to the Mississippi. In addition
to fire Insurance, they would be well-advised to
purchase insurance for what other natural peril?

Lobster Quadrille

1 2 Landforms

The states of Baja California and Baja Califomia
Sur occupy what kind of landform?

floods panln$Mla
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1  American Pledges

What are the last three words of the Pledge of
Allegiance?

1  Multiples

If X Is a multiple of 3, is even, and is greater than
40, what is the smallest value it can have?

justice for all

2  Rocket Stages

The starting speed of the second stage of a rocket
equals the top speed of what other stage of a
three-stage rocket?

12

2  Big Waters

The Great Lakes, along with what river, are
historicaliy and economically Canada's most
important inland waters?

first

3  Fruits

Identify the two most common fruits of palm trees.

St. Lawrence River

3  Mammal Slang

What word can mean either a sneaky person who
informs on his pals or a long-tailed rodent?

coconuts, dates

4  Percussion instruments

Usually played In pairs with the hands, name the
small, single-headed drums of Afro-Cuban origin
used in Latin American dance bands.

lal

4  Birds

What is the world's largest living bird?

bonoo drums fbonoosl

5  It's Big!

It is about 100,000 light years in diameter and
about 10,000 light years in thickness.
Practically everything that you can see in the sky
belongs to it. Name this galaxy.

ostrich

5  Directions

You start out facing north. You tum left, then left
again, then do an about-face. In what direction are
you finally facing?

Milkv Wav north
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6  Physiology

Which body system is primarily involved in
changes in body form, posture, and locomotion?

6  Novels

What land described by L. Frank Baum consists of
these countries?

Winkle country
Munchkin country
Gillikin country
Quading country

muscular fmuscle^ svstem

7  Injuries

As a result of a brutal block, Bubba's leg was
broken. Name the device used by his physician to
prevent movement of the realigned ends of the
broken bone.

7  Hygiene

The main purpose of brushing and flossing your
teeth is to remove a film of mucus and bacteria

called what?

oast (splint)

8  Birds

To conserve energy, flocks of geese, cranes, and
pelicans fly in what formation?

plaque

8  Anagram Apparel

"Goat" is an anagram for what garment wom by
citizens of ancient Rome?

V-formatlon

9  Word Squares

What is the third word In the word square if the
first two are "bag" and "ape"?

9  Art Forms

What ancient art form involves putting pigment in
holes pricked In the skin?

1 0 Literary Classifications

How would this work be classified?

Geronlmo - His Own Story

gst tattooing
1 0 Bee-havlor

Bees do not leam how to sting but are bom
knowing how to sting when there is danger. Name
this kind of built-in pattern of behavior.

autobiography fbioaraphv. nonfictioni instinct
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1 1 Additive Words

These dues lead to what word?

Add an evergreen tree to s. Often mine needs
stiffening.

1 1 Proverbs

How Is this proverb usually stated?
You will usually find feathered bipeds of similar
plumage living gregariously.

1 2 The Space Program

What kind of objects are these?
Transit IB

Vanguard
Telstar 1

Sputnik
Salyut 1
Explorer I

spine Birds of a feather flock together.

1 2 Scientific instruments

This Is a description of what scientific
Instrument?

It has an Ink pen attached to a long arm. The
arm Is weighted down and attached to a spring.
During a geological disturbance, the arm
bounces, causing the pen to leave marks on
paper.

satellites seismograph
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1  Mountain Comparisons 1 Storms
If Mount Everest is 29,035 feet high and the top of The name of what kind of storm rhymes with
Mount Rainier is at 14,410 feet, how much taller "spittoon" and "raccoon"?
is the former?

<—)

14.625 feet

2  Mountains

What tali volcanic mountain in Oregon has a name
reminiscent of a loose pliable covering for the head
and neck attached to a robe or jacket?

typhoon

2  Unusual Characters

In what story by Hugh Lofting are these
characters?

Polynesia
Too Too

CheeChee

ml Hood

3  As the World Turns

About every 24 hours, the Earth tums once on its
what?

rrhe Vovaaes of^ Dr. Dolittle

3  Walking Vocabulary

What is the term for a person walking on a public
thoroughfare?

M!S

4  State Geography

Name either state that forms the western border of

South Dakota.

pedestrian

4  Metric System

How many centimeters are in three meters?

Montana. Wyoming

5  Trees

The longleaf, loblolly, lodgepole, and ponderosa are
what kind of trees?

300

5  A Monarch's Mind

Before changing her mind, what queen had three
times rejected Christopher Columbus's plan to
reach the Indies by sailing west?

pine Isabella
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6  Tributaries

What river has more tributaries than any other?
6  Savings Math

You put 1/10th of your weekly earnings from a
paper route into the bank and spend the rest. If
you have $25 in the bank, you have earned a total
of how mucfi?

Amazon

7  Old West Beginnings

The cattle industry of the American Old West began
with what kind of bovines with horns sometimes

up to seven feet across?

$250

7  Meridians

Name the meridian that is half a world away from
the prime meridian.

longhorns

8  Badwater

At 282 feet below sea level, Badwater is the lowest
point in the Western Hemisphere in what valley?

International Date Line (180 dea. longitude^

8  Trail Reckoning

Ichabod walked 8 yards due north where he tumed
to his right and walked 16 yards. Then he tumed
left and walked 5 yards and tumed left again and
walked 16 yards. At that point, how far was he
from where he began?

Death Vatlev

9  Logic

What form of logic is illustrated in this thought
sequence?
Objects made of iron rust.
This shovel is made of iron.

Therefore, this shovel will rust.

13 vards

9  Elections

Miles Gloriosis won the election for county sheriff
by a majority of just one vote. 12,223 votes were
cast. How many votes did his opponent get?

deduction rsvlloaism. sviloaistic. deductive)

1 0 Sentence Transformation

Transform this affirmative statement into an

interrogative one.
She is talking.

6111

1 0 Siiiy Verse

Complete this quatrain.
A horse and a flea and three blind mice

Sat on a curbstone shooting dice.
The horse he slipped and feli on the flea.
The flea said, "Whoops,..."

Is she talking? there's a horse on me
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1 1 Annelids, Anyone?

In what story by Thomas Rockwell does Billy find
himself, because of a bet, having to consume
fifteen annelids in fifteen days?

1 1 Fantasy Games

In what story are flamingoes, hedgehogs, and
soldiers shaped like playing cards essential In a
strange game of croquet?

How to Eat Fried Worms

1 2 Literature

What Is the profession of a person who rewrites a
literary work In another language?

Alloe In Wonderland

1 2 Poetry
This Is a verse from what poem?
"Oysters, come and walk with us!"
The Walrus did beseech.

"A pleasant walk, a pleasant talk.
Along the briny beach;
We cannot do with more than four.
To give a hand to each."

translator The Walrus and the Carpenter
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1  Cinema Spoofs

What proper noun should have been used In this
line from the comedy, "Animal House"?
Nothing is over until we decide it is! Was it
over when the Germans bombed Pearl Harbor?

1  Temperature
What temperature scale divides the interval from
the freezing point to the boiling point of water into
180 equal parts?

2  The information Age

What is another name for the information

superhighway or the World Wide Web?

Fahrenheit scale

2  Invasions

What was the collective name for the people who
invaded England from Normandy In 1066?

internet

3  industrious Critters

What is the name for the homes that beavers

construct behind their dams?

Normans

3  Factoring

What is the largest number you can make by
multiplying any two of the prime factors of 78?

iodg^

4  Requests

To teii someone that he is blocking your view, you
can say, "Your daddy wasnt a glass maker" or "you
make a better door than a" what?

as

4  Land Features

From an aerial photograph, it appears that there is
a jog in a fenceline, a jog in a streambed, and that
about half of an orchard does not line up with the
other half. What underlies these areas?

window

5  Park Namesakes

What national park in Arizona is named after a
giant cactus?

a fault

5  Fantasy Professions

What did ail of these fictional women practice?
Bathsheda Babbling, Madame Puddifoot,
Alice Longbottom, Daphne Greengrass,
Bathilda Bagshot, Walburga Black, Helga
Hufflepuff, Amelia Bones, Lavender Brown

Saguaro National Park witchcraft fsorcervl
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6  Biological Classification

About 90 percent of the mass of living things on
Earth belong to what biological kingdom?

6  Writing Conventions

What term means to begin writing a littie way
from the left margin at the beginning of
paragraphs?

7  Rounding

Round off 16.4562 to one decimal place.

plant Indent

7  Measurement

This description is from a scale used to measure
what phenomenon?
Felt Indoors by many, outdoors by few during

^  7 the day. At night, some awakened. Dishes,
windows, doors disturbed. Walls make
crackling sound.

8  Ancient Farming

Around 5500 B.C., farmers in Mesopotamia
channeled water from streams onto their fields,
allowing them to settle in areas once thought
unsuitable to agriculture. This diversion of water
to dry land by means of ditches is called what?

earthquakes

8  Songs

This verse is from what song?
This is the way we wash our hands,
Wash our hands, wash our hands,
This is the way we wash our hands.
On a cold and frosty moming.

Irrigation

9  Poetic Ornithology

This is about what bird?

He sucks his food, the honey dew.
With nimble tongue, and beak of jetty hue.
He takes with rapid whirl his noisy flight.
His gemmy plumage strikes the Gazer's sight.

hummingbird

1 0 Waterfowl

What kind of male duck has a bright green head?

Mulberry Bush

9  Instructions

This Is from instructions given by Thomas
Jefferson to whom?

The object of your mission is to explore the
Missouri River and communicate with the

water of the Pacific Ocean. You will take

observations of latitude and longitude at all
remarkable points on the nver.

Meriwether Lewis

1 0 Words

What is the term for words that are pronounced
alike but spelled differently and have different
meanings?

mallard homonyms
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1 1 Planets

What is the Earth's period of revolution?
1 1 Gold

One summer, some friends from Michigan went
mining in Alaska and extracted 14 pounds of gold,
if the value of gold was $1350 per ounce, how
much did these Michigan miners gross that
summer?

1 vear f365 davsl

1 2 Word Problems

How many minutes will it take to go 125 miles at
50 miles per hour?

$302.400

1 2 Precipitation
What is the term for each lump of irreguiariy
shaped ice in a hail storm?

—)

150 hailstone
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1  Appendages

What are those animal appendages called that
resemble claws but do not come to a sharp point?

1  Famous Statements

Complete this statement by Martin Luther King.
I have a...

nails

2  Foikiore

What name In Irish folklore refers to the little

people?

dream

2  Geologic Ages

Name those geological ages when glaciers covered
much of North America, Europe and Asia.

leprechaun

3  Poetic Accents

What is the third disyllabic word in
"Jabberwocky" accented on the first syllable?

ice ages

3  Big Bad Giants

What word completes this line from a fairy tale?
Fee-fl-fo-fum.

I small the blood of an Englishman.
Be he alive, or be he dead
I'll grind his bones to make my...

4  The Western Hemisphere

Mexico, Central America, and South America are
collectively referred to as Latin America because
most of the region's people speak either of what
two languages that developed from Latin?

almbal i3iead

4  Surglcai instruments

Name the small, straight surgical knife with a
convex edge and a thin keen blade.

Spanish. Portuguese

5  Maps

This Is about what part of a map?
It defines the relationship between a map and
the part of the Earth It represents. It allows
you to compare distances on the map to
distances on the Earth's surface.

scalpel

5  Tire Design

With respect to snow or mud, what property of a
tire is improved with wider treads?

scale traction ffrlction^
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6  Capitalization

What letters should be capitalized in this line?
In the fifth grade, we memorized
longfellow's poem, "the children's hour."

6  Reciprocals

What is the reciprocal of 9/12?

7  Literary Landforms

With what landform is Robinson Crusoe

associated?

I ltch im.

7  Banking Math

Ivanna had $61,000 in her checking account. She
wrote a check for $28,000 and made a $115,000
deposit. How much money did she then have in her
account?

island

8  Life

Name the structural units from which complex
living organisms are made.

8148.000

8  Transmogrification

In what story by Charles Kingsley does a young
chimneysweep nearly drown in a pond, lose his
memory of his land-dwelling life, and become a
water-dweller?

cells

9  Science Projects

You boil a little water in a one-gallon can. Then
put a cap on the can and remove it from the heat.
Within a few minutes, the can collapses. What
caused this?

The Water Babies

9  Real Estate Deals

What countries were parties in the Gadsden
Purchase?

atmospheric fairt pressure

1 0 Lyrics

These are lines from a verse of what song?
Cream colored ponies and crisp apple strudels
Doorbells and sleigh bells and schnitzel
with noodles

Wild geese that fly with the moon on
their wings

Mexico. United States

1 0 Measurement Conversions

In lowest terms, four inches equals what fraction
of a yard?

My Favorite Things 1 /9
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1 1 Old Wisdom

What word completes this old saying?
If the extended hand Is refused, the mere
closing of the fingers changes It Into a...

1 1 Musical Notes

What note Is one tone above G?

fist

1 2 Tall Tales

On her wedding day with Pecos BUI, who insisted
on riding WIdowmaker and got thrown so high that
when she came down, she bounced for days?

A

1 2 Bears

What kind of bears have partially webbed toes?

Slue-foot Sue polar bears
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1  Marine Zoology
What is the term for a front tooth of a marine

mammal that grows continuously, sometimes
several feet In length?

1  Pipe Lengths
Two pipes are Joined together with an elbow 6
Inches long. The pipes are 6' T long and 4' 10"
long. What Is the total length?

tusk

2  Factoring

What Is the prime factorization of 108?

k

11' 11"

2  Maps

Name a kind of map made of glass or plastic that
depicts the world as a sphere.

8x3x3x2x2

3  Child Care

Name the process of assuming the legal
responsibility for the care of a child by a person
who Is not the child's natural parent.

3  Matter

Aside from plasma, In how many states or phases
does matter exist?

adoption

4  State Name Etymology

The name of what U.S. state literally means "land
of the Indians"?

three

4  Physical Science

They can be used to view objects out of the line of
sight. They can Increase Illumination and focus
heat or tight. They can enlarge or reduce Images.
Name these polished surfaces that reflect light
rays.

5  Hibernation

During hibernation, animals live on their
reserves of stored what?

Indiana mirrors

5  Biker Math

If Nadine rides her mountain bike six hours per
day, how many minutes does she spend on It In two
weeks?

M 5Q40
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6  Lakes

Ontario, Huron, and Erie are three of the five
Great Lakes. Name the others.

6  Distances

What is the distance from 450 feet below sea level

to 920 feet above sea level?

Superior. Michigan

7  Songs

These words are from what song In a Disney
musical?

Now as the ladder of life 'as been strung
You may think a sweep's on the bottommost
rung

Though I spends me time In ashes and smoke
In this 'ole wide world there's no 'appler bloke

Chim Chlm Cheree

8  Memorable Tunes

What anthem was written during the War of 1812
by Francis Scott Key?

1370 feet

7  Fish Behavior

Many fish congregate In groups called what?

schools

8  Life Processes

The breakdown by a living organism of ingested
material Into chemically simpler forms that can
be readily absorbed and assimilated by the body is
what process?

The Star-Soanaled Banner

9  Riant Anatomy

Name the outermost layers of stems and roots of
vines, shrubs, and trees.

dlgggtlpn

9  Ancient Civilizations

All of the earliest civilizations emerged on what
two continents?

bark

1 0 Loose Change

One day it happened that Jill, John, and Jerry each
had three dimes, four nickels, and two quarters In
their pockets. How much money did they have
together?

Asia. Africa

1 0 Astronomical Jargon

What is the name for a star and all the planets and
other bodies that orbit It?

33.30 planetary fsolarl svstem
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1 1 English Children's Verse

What words complete the poem ending with these
lines?

Here comes a candle to light you to bed,
And here comes a chopper to...

1 1 Technology History

Thousands of years ago, they used specially
prepared animal skins called parchment. They
also tried silk and papyrus. Today, all of these
materials have been replaced by what?

chop off VQur head

1 2 Symbols

What Is the name for a set of symbols representing
Individual speech sounds and arranged In a set
order?

paper

1 2 Lakes

Which Great Lake comes first alphabetically?

alphabet Erie
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1  Fictional Characters

This Is about what character created by Donald
Sobol?

He read more books than anyone In Idaville,
and he never forgot a fact. His pals said
he was like a library and a computer roiled
into one, and more user-friendly.

1  Messy Meteoroiogicai Stuff
Snow or ice on the ground that has been reduced to
a soft and somewhat watery mixture by
above-freezing temperatures is called what?

^ncyclppscila Brown

2  insects

A group of bees is a swarm and a group of gnats is a
horde. What is a group of ants?

colony

3  injuries

What is the name for a deep, ragged cut through the
skin?

slush

2  Poems

What Is the title of the poem by Rachel Reld that
begins as follows?
A road might lead to anywhere -
To harbor towns and quays,
Or to a witch's pointed house
Hidden by bristly trees.

It might lead past the tailor's door...

Roads

3  Languages

Filipino is one of the two official languages of what
country?

gash frent. tear^

4  Elections

In what country is the head of state indirectly
selected by an Electoral College?

Philippines

4  Unusual Races

In Africa, what kind of birds are saddled, bridled,
and run In races?

United States

5  Rounding

Round 651 to the nearest hundred.

ostriches

5  Happy Birthday

Salmonella Smith was bom on September 19,
1949. How old will she be In the year 2016?

700 az
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6  Everyday Phenomena

These are types of what common phenomena?
nimbus, stratus, cumulus, cirrus

6  Instruments

What ruler-sized flute plays notes so high that you
can pick them out even when all the larger
Instruments are playing?

Clouds

7  Homelands

The home of Winnle-the-Pooh, Tigger, and WOL
the owl Is what woods?

piccolo

7  Explorers

Around 1000 A.D., they sailed from the British
Isles to Greenland, and then on to Labrador, the
Baffin Islands, and Newfoundland. There they
established a colony named Vineland and from that
base sailed along the coast of North America. Who
were these people?

Hundred Acre Wood

8  Lightning

Lightning heats the air, expands It, and produces a
sudden pressure wave which you hear as what?

Vikinos fNorsemenI

8  Mountains

What mountain rar^e Is between North Carolina
and Tennessee?

9  Proverbs

How does this proverb end?
Honesty Is...

thunder Great Smokv Mountains fAopalachlansI

9  Fortune Telling

Name the transparent orb used for divination.

the best policy

1 0 Fictional Girlfriends

Who Is Tarzan's girlfriend?

crystal ball

1 0 Really Big Ridges

This ridge runs Irregularly north and south
through the Rocky Mountains and separates
eastward-flowing streams from streams flowing
westwards. It Is the Continental what?

Jane Divide
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1 1 Blood Vessels

There are more than three billion of what kind of

blood vessels In the body?

1 1 Arctic Explorers
What was the nationality of the first explorer to
reach the North Pole?

capillaries

1 2 Time Reckoning

What century ran from B.C. 400 to B.C. 301?

American

1 2 Brass Instruments

What brass instrument associated with the

military has no valves?

fourth centurv B.C. bugle
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1  Tense

What tense is used in this line from Mark Twain's

"Life on the Mississippi"?
Nothing hurries geology.

1  Poems

What is the last word in this poem by Shel
Silverstein?

Oh, if you're a bird, be an early bird
And catch the worm for your breakfast plate.
If you're a bird, be an early bird.
But if you're a worm, sleep ...

present

2  Capitalization

Name ail letters which should be capitalized in this
sentence.

everyone knows the myth of george
Washington's throwing a silver dollar across
the potomac.

late

2  Anatomy

Name the part of the body that contains the
digestive organs.

ggwp

3  industrial Facilities

What is the shared name for the facilities in which

these very different processes occur?
-crude oil is turned into fuel and lubricants

-sea water Is removed from salt

-sugar cane is converted to crystallized sugar

abdomen

3  Seas

What sea lies between Colombia and Jamaica?

refineries

4  Economics

These are what kind of resources?

soil, timber, fossil fuels, minerals, wind,
gravel, sunlight, water

Caribbean

4  Quadrilaterals

What is the name for any quadrilateral that
contains four right angles?

natural resources

5  Native Americans

Pocahontas lived in the region now comprising
what state?

rectangle

5  Waterways

The St. Lawrence Seaway primarily benefits what
two countries?

Virginia Canada. USA
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6  Commercial Math

A mine sells a pickup load of coal for $100. If the
production price is 4/5 of the sale price, what Is
the profit?

7  Injuries

in what kind of relatively mild injury, usually
caused by blunt impact, does blood from damaged
capillaries seep into the surrounding tissue?

6  Bike Mileage

If you pedal your bike 80 miles in 3 days, how
many miles will you ride in 15 days?

400

7  Fantasy Lands

What land is central to all these stories?

The Magician's Nephew
The Last Battle

The Horse and His Boy
The Silver Chair

Prince Caspian

bruise (contusion, ecchymosisi

8  The Americas

What is the southemmost country of North
America?

Narnia

8  Patriotic Songs

What are the next four words in the song that
begins with this line?
My country lis of thee ...

Mexico

9  Trees

What tropical tree has a huge seed with a kind of
milk inside?

coconut palm

1 0 Bird Tails

What is the cost of 63 inches of flamingo tails ai
$.12 per yard?

sweet land of libertv

9  Geologic Formations

What is the common term for ice stalagmites?

icicles

Factoring

What are the prime factors of 630?
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1 1 Geographical Concepts
What is the term for the distance between a point
on the Earth and sea level?

1 1 Machines

What do you call a wheel with teeth along its rim?

elevation (altitude^

1 2 Islands

In what ocean are Melanesia and Micronesia?

gear

1 2 Age Problems
What age will Ferdinand be in 9 years if he was 30
years old 10 years ago?

Pacific 19
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1  African Nations

What nation is on the isiand of Madagascar?
1  Sentence Transformation

Restate this indirect question as a direct question.
Ask her what her name is.

2  Time intervals

Any semiannual event occurs how many times in a
decade?

What is your name?

2  Seasons

The polar region of the Northern Hemisphere is
continuously dark during what season?

20 times

3  Waterways

What kind of waterway connects the Mediterranean
Sea with the Red Sea, the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, and Lake Erie with the Hudson River?

Winter

3  American Government

The term of office for which members of the U.S.

federal government is six-tenths of a decade?

canal

4  Figures of Speech

What figure of speech did Mary Ann Hoberman use
in this poem?
O gaze on the graceful gazelle as it grazes
It grazes on green growing leaves and on
grasses

On grasses it grazes, go gaze as it passes
it passes so gracefully, gently, O gaze!

alliteration

5  Unusual Critters

Name the two-headed llama sent to Dr. Doiittie.

senators

4  Light

A piece of cloth that absorbs ail the light failing
upon it appears what color?

black

5  Government Vocabulary

in the U.S., the term "bipartisanship" usually
indicates what two groups?

Pushmi-Pullvu Republicans. Democrats
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6  Symptoms

These adjectives all apply to what general
symptom?
sharp, stabbing, throbbing, dull, shooting

6  Signals

At the start of the American Revolution, Paul
Revere had arranged a special signal to warn of the
arrival of British troops In Boston. One lantern
meant the troops were arriving by what?

pain

7  New World Regions
What region stretches from the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec In Mexico southeastward to the
Isthmus of Panama where It connects to the

Colombian Pacific Lowlands?

land

7  Money

Joe exchanged eight one-dollar bills for quarters.
How many quarters did he have?

Central America

8  State Boundaries

What state shares borders with Canada to the

north, the Dakotas to the east, Wyoming to the
south, and Idaho to the west?

8  Continents

How many countries lie north of the U.S. In North
America?

Montana

9  Something Desired

What character created by L. Frank Baum says
this?

All the same, i shall ask for brains Instead of
a heart, for a fool would not know what to do
with a heart if he had one.

9  Stories

This Is the first line of what story?
There was a boy named Mllo who didn't know
what to do with himself - not just sometimes,
but always.

Scarecrow

1 0 Eugene Field

What three characters, according to Eugene Reld,
"sailed off In a wooden shoe, sailed on a river of
crystal light Into a sea of dew"?

The Phantom Toilbooth

1 0 Ice

What Is the name for an enormous accumulation of

slowly-moving Ice?

Wynken. BIynken. and Nod glacier rice sheets
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1 1 Gravity

Name the two bodies In the solar system that exert
the most significant gravitational force on the
Earth.

1 1 Syllables
Divide "harmonious" into syllables.

Sun. Moon

1 2 The Rock Cycle

What kind of rock forms when Intense heat and

pressure cook and squeeze sedimentary rock
beneath the Earth's surface?

har-mo-nl-Qus

1 2 Transportation

What is the name for an underground electric
railway?

metamorphlc rock subway


